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Abstract. We contrast the requirements and performance of messaging systems
in parallel and distributed systems emphasizing the importance of the five orders of magnitude difference in network hardware latencies in the two cases.
We note the importance of messaging in Grid and Web service applications in
building the integrated system and the architectural advantages of a message
based compared to a connection based approach. We illustrate these points using the NaradaBrokering system and its application to Audio-Video conferencing.

1: Message Passing in Parallel Computing
Parallel Computing has always understood the importance of message passing and
PVM and MPI (the topics of this meeting) have dominated this field with other approaches readily mapped into these two systems. The appropriate programming
model for parallel systems is of course a very active area with continued research on
different architectures (openMP) and different high level approaches involving both
domain specific systems and degrees of compiler generated parallelism. The issue has
been further invigorated by the successes of the Japanese Earth Simulator system.
However even when we use a high level model for parallel programming, message
passing is typically essential as the low level primitive (“machine language”) for
parallelism between distributed memories. In understanding the requirements of message passing, it is useful to divide multi-processor (distributed memory) systems into
three classes.
1) Classic massively parallel processor systems (MPP) with low latency high bandwidth specialized networks. One aims at message latencies of one to a few microseconds and scalable bisection bandwidth. Ignoring latency, the time to communicate a word between two nodes should be a modest multiple (perhaps 20) of
time taken to calculate a floating point result. This communication performance
should be independent of number of nodes in system.

2) Commodity clusters with high performance but non optimized communication
networks. Latencies can be in the 100-1000 microsecond range typical of simple
socket based communication interfaces.
3) Distributed or Grid systems with possibly very high internode bandwidth but the
latency is typically 100 milliseconds or more as familiar from internet travel
times.
Of course there is really a spectrum of systems with cost-performance increasing by a
factor of 4 or so as one goes from 1) to 3). Here we will focus on the endpoints 1) and
3) – MPP’s and the Grid and not worry about intermediate cases like 2). MPI especially is aimed at the class 1) with optimized “native” implementations exploiting
particular features of the network hardware. Generic versions of PVM and MPI using
socket based communication on a localized network illustrate 2) as do many other
specialized programming environments (such as agent-based approaches). The latter
typically cannot afford the development effort to optimize communication and as
illustrated by our latter discussion of Grid messaging requires substantially more
functionality than MPI and PVM. Grid systems are very diverse and there is little
understanding at this stage as to critical performance and architecture (topology)
characteristics. As we discuss in sections 2 and 3, they need a rich messaging environment very different from MPI and PVM. Note this doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t
port systems like MPI to the Grid as in MPICH-G2 [1] and PACX-MPI [2]; there is
clearly a need to run all messaging environments on all classes of machine.
The overriding “idea” of this paper is that messaging for an application with
intrinsic (hardware) latency L, mustn’t have software and routing overheads greater
than this but certainly can afford extra software overheads of size around 0.1L without “noticing it”. This implies that it should be expected that the application classes 1)
2) 3) have very different messaging semantics. MPI and PVM are not totally “barebones” but they are optimized for fast message processing and little communication
overhead due to headers in the message packets.
Parallel computing can usually use very lean messaging as one is sending
between different parts of the “same” computation; thus the messages can usually just
contain data and assume that the recipient process understands the context in which
the data should be interpreted.

2: Messaging in Grids and Peer-to-Peer Networks
Now let us consider messaging for the Grid and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks
which we view as essentially identical concepts [3]. Here we are not given a single
large scale simulation – the archetypical parallel computing application, Rather ab
initio we start with a set of distributed entities – sensors, people, codes, computers,
data archives – and the task is to integrate them together. For parallel computing one
is decomposing applications into parts and messaging reflects that the parts are from
the same whole. In distributed computing, the initial entities are often quite distinct
and it is the messaging that links them together. Correspondingly the messaging for
the Grid must carry the integration context and not just data; thus one has both the

time (typically the 100 millisecond network latency) and the need for a much richer
messaging system on the Grid than for parallel computing.
In parallel computing explicit message passing is a necessary evil as we haven’t
found a generally applicable high level expression of parallelism.. For Grids and P2P
networks, messaging is the natural universal architecture which expresses the function of the system. In the next sections we compare the requirements for a messaging
service in the two cases.

2.1: Objects and Messaging

Object-based programming models are powerful and should be very important in
scientific computing even though up to now both C++ and Java have not achieved
widespread use in the community [5]. The natural objects are items like the collection
of physical quantities at a mesh point or at a larger grain size the arrays of such mesh
points [6, 7]. There is some overhead attached with these abstractions but there are
such natural objects for most parallel computing problems. However one can also
consider the objects formed by the decomposed parts of a parallel application – it has
not been very helpful to think of the decomposed parts of parallel applications as
objects for these are not especially natural components in the system; they are what
you get by dividing the problem by the number of processors. On the other hand, the
linked parts in a distributed system (Web, Grid, P2P network) are usefully thought of
objects as here the problem creates them; in contrast they are created for parallel
computing by adapting the problem to the machine architecture. The Grid distributed
objects are nowadays typically thought of as Web services and we will assume this
below. We will also not distinguish between objects and services. Note that objects
naturally communicate by messages linking the exposed interfaces (remote procedure
calls or ports) of the distributed objects. So Grid messaging is the natural method to
integrate or compose objects (services); parallel computing messaging is the natural
representation of the hardware – not the application.

2.2 Requirements for a Grid Messaging Service
There are common features of messaging for distributed and parallel computing;
for instance messages have in each case a source and destination. In P2P networks
especially, the destination may be specified indirectly and determined dynamically
while the message is en route using properties (published meta-data) of the message
matched to subscription interest from potential recipients. Groups of potential recipients are defined in both JXTA [8] for P2P and MPI for parallel computing. Publishsubscribe is a particularly powerful way to dynamically define groups of message
recipients. Collective communication – messages sent by hardware or software multicast – is important in all cases; much of the complexity of MPI is devoted to this.
Again one needs to support in both cases, messages containing complex data struc-

tures with a mix of information of different types. One must also support various
synchronization constraints between sender and receiver; messages must be acknowledged perhaps. These general characteristics are shared across messaging systems.
There are also many differences where perhaps as discussed in section 1, performance
is perhaps the most important issue.
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guage [10]) and this standard is an important W3C consortium activity. Using Web
services for the Grid requires extensions to WSDL and the resultant OGSI [11] and
OGSA (Open Grid Service Architecture [12]) standards are major efforts in the Grid
forum [13] at the moment. OGSI is the component model and OGSA the interface
standards that Grid services and messages must respect.
As seen in the peer-to-peer Grid of fig. 2, ports are either user-facing (messages go
between user and Web Services) or service or resource-facing where messages are
exchanged between different Web services. As discussed in [14] there is a special
variant of WSDL for user-facing ports – WSRP (Web Services for Remote Portlets
[15]) which defines a component model for user interfaces. This is one example of
the context carried by Grid messages – WSRP indicates a user interface message that
can be processed by aggregation portals like Apache Jetspeed [16].
One particularly clever idea in WSDL is the concept that one first defines not
methods themselves but their abstract specification. Then there is part of WSDL that
“binds” the abstract specification to a particular implementation. Here one can choose
to bind the message transport not to the default HTTP protocol but to a different and
perhaps higher performance protocol. For instance if one had ports linking Web services on the same computer, then these could in principle be bound to direct subroutine calls. This concept has interesting implications for building systems defined
largely in XML at the level of both data structure and methods. Further one can imagine some nifty new branch of compilation which automatically converted XML calls
on high performance ports and generated the best possible implementation.

2.3: Performance of Grid Messaging Systems
Now let us discuss the performance of the Grid messaging system. As discussed in
section 1, the Grid messaging latency is very different from that for MPI as it can take
several 100 milliseconds for data to travel between two geographically distributed
Grid nodes; in fact the transit time becomes seconds if one must communicate between the nodes via a geosynchronous satellite. One deduction from this is that the
Grid is often not a good environment for traditional parallel computing. Grids are not
dealing with the fine grain synchronization needed in parallel computing that requires
the few microsecond latency seen in MPI for MPP’s. For us here, another more interesting deduction is that very different messaging strategies can be used in Grid compared to parallel computing. In particular we can perhaps afford to invoke an XML
parser for the message and in general invoke high level processing of the message.
Here we note that interspersing a filter in a message stream – a Web service or
CORBA broker perhaps – increases the transit time of a message by about 0.5 millisecond; small compared to typical Internet transit times. This allows us to consider
building Grid messaging systems which have substantially higher functionality than
traditional parallel computing systems. The maximum acceptable latency is application dependent. Perhaps one is doing relatively tightly synchronized computations
among multiple Grid nodes; the high latency is perhaps hidden by overlapping communication and computation. Here one needs tight control over the latency and re-

duce it as much as possible. On the other extreme, if the computations are largely
independent or pipelined, one only needs to ensure that message latency is small
compared to total execution time on each node. Another estimate comes from audiovideo conferencing [17]. Here a typical timescale is 30 milliseconds – the time for a
single frame of video conferencing or a high quality streaming movie. This 30 ms.
scale is not really a limit on the latency but in its variation or jitter shown later in fig.
4. In most cases, a more or less constant offset (latency) can be tolerated.
Now consider, the bandwidth required for Grid messaging. Here the situation is
rather different for there are cases where large amounts of information need to be
transferred between Grid nodes and one needs the highest performance allowed by
the Network. In particular numbers often need to be transferred in efficient binary
form (say 64 bits each) and not in some XML syntax like <number>3.14159</number> with 24 characters requiring more bandwidth and substantial
processing overhead. There is a simple but important strategy here and now we note
that in fig. 1, we emphasized that the messages were specified in XML. This was to
allow one to implement the messages in a different fashion which could be the very
highest performance protocol. As explained above, this is termed binding the ports to
a particular protocol in the Web service WSDL specification. So what do we have left
if we throw away XML for the implementation? We certainly have a human readable
interoperable interface specification but there is more which we can illustrate again
by audio-video conferencing, which is straight-forward to implement as a Web service [18]. Here A/V sessions require some tricky set-up process where the clients
interested in participating, join and negotiate the session details. This part of the process has no significant performance issues and can be implemented with XML-based
messages. The actual audio and video traffic does have performance demands and
here one can use existing fast protocols such as RTP. This is quite general; many
applications need many control messages, which can be implemented in basic Web
service fashion and just part of the messaging needs good performance. Thus one
ends up with control ports running basic WSDL with possible high performance ports
bound to a different protocol.

3: Narada Brokering Messaging Services
Shrideep Pallickara in the Community Grids Laboratory at Indiana has developed
[19, 20] a message system for Web resources designed according to the principles
sketched above. It is designed to be deployed as a hierarchical network of brokers
that handle all aspects of Grid and Web distributed systems that can be considered as
“only connected to the message”. One critical design feature is that one considers the
message and not the connection as the key abstraction. Destinations, formats and
transport protocols are “virtualized” i.e. specified indirectly by the user at a high
level. Messages are labeled by XML topics and used to bind source and destinations
with a publish-subscribe mechanism. The transport protocol is chosen using a Network Weather Service [21] like evaluation of the network to satisfy quality of service
constraints. A given message can be routed through a (logarithmic) network of Na-

rada brokers using if needed a different protocol at each link. For example, an audio
stream might have a TCP/IP link through a firewall followed by a UDP link across a
high latency reliable satellite link. Currently there is support for TCP, UDP, Multicast, SSL, raw RTP and specialized PDA clients. Also NaradaBrokering (NB) provides the capability for communication through firewalls and proxies. It can operate
either in a client-server mode like JMS (Java Message Service [22]) or in a completely distributed JXTA-like [8] peer-to-peer mode. Some capabilities of importance
include
(1) NB Supports heterogeneous network transportation and provides unified
multipoint transportation
Software multicast – Since NB relies on software multicast, entities interested in
linking collaboratively with each other need not set up a dedicated multicast group for
communication. Each NB broker can handle hundreds of clients and can be arranged
in general networks. Further as shown in fig. 3, the typical delay on a fast network is
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less than a millisecond per hop between brokers. Thus software multicast appears
practical under general circumstances.
Communication over firewalls and proxy boundaries – NB incorporates strategies
to tunnel through firewalls and authenticating proxies such as Microsoft’s ISA and
those from iPlanet and Checkpoint.
Communication using multiple transport protocols – We described above how this
can be effectively used to provide quality of service.
(2) NB provides robust, scalable and high efficient multipoint transportation
services
Availability and scalability – There is no single point of failure within the NB
messaging system. Additional broker nodes may be added to support large heterogeneous distributed systems. NB’s cluster based architecture allows the system to scale.
The number of broker nodes may increase geometrically, but the communication path
lengths between nodes increase logarithmically.

Jitter (Milliseconds)

Efficient routing and bandwidth utilizations – NB efficiently computes destinations
associated with an event. The resultant routing solution chooses links efficiently to
reach the desired destinations. The routing solution conserves bandwidth by not overload links with data that should not be routed on them. Under conditions of high loads
the benefits accrued from this strategy can be substantial.
Security – NB uses a message-based security mechanism that avoids difficulties
with connection (SSL) based schemes and will track the emerging Web service standards in this area [23].
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Fig. 4: Jitter (roughly standard deviation) in ms. for a single broker
handling 400 video clients with a total bandwidth of 240 Mbps. The
lower red lines are for NB using publish-subscribe and RTP transport;
the upper green line is for a standard Java Media Framework video
server. The mean interval between packets is 30 ms.
Typical performance measurements for NB are given in figures 3 and 4. Further it
compares well with the performance of commercial JMS and JXTA implementations.
Future work will develop NB to support the emerging Web service messaging standards in areas of addressing [24], reliability [25] and security [23]. One can build
Grid hosting environments on NaradaBrokering that allow efficient flexible federation of Grids with different architectures.
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